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By Scott Keimig

Seeking nominees for Member of the Year
BMWBMW has an annual award that recognizes an individual
member who has volunteered in exceptional ways to benefit
the club and the motorcycling community in the past year.
This award is aptly named BMWBMW Member of the Year
and has been in existence for the past decade, if not longer.
While officers and committee chairs conspicuously work
at the forefront of the club, there is a far larger number of
members who work quietly behind the scenes to support both
the club and the overall motorcycling community. It would
be impossible to conduct club activities at the level you have
come to expect absent the efforts of these quiet volunteers.
This award was created to recognize and pay tribute to such
individuals. Your Board of Directors is asking that, if you have
noticed a fellow member who fits this mold, you nominate
that individual for consideration as Member of the Year.
Although you have a month to submit your nomination,
remember September can be an incredibly busy time of year
with obligations related to school, sports, business, and not

to forget, some of the best bike riding conditions in the midAtlantic. If you have someone in mind, don’t put it off — submit
your nomination today!
There are a few rules that govern the process. They are:
• Members on the present Board of Directors and committee chairs are ineligible.
• Any other member in good standing as of October 1st is
eligible.
• Written nominations are to be submitted to the Nomination and Elections committee no later than October 1st.
You may do this by emailing elections@ bmwbmw.org
• The BoD will review nominees and select the most deserving nominee.
The Member of the Year awardee will be announced at the
holiday meeting in January. The award will be a plaque, one
year’s free membership in the club, and a news item in the
February issue of Between the Spokes.
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CLUB BUSINESS

|

By Wes Fleming, Newsletter Chair and Member #25157

Proposal to alter the Board of Directors
I have proposed to the Board of Directors to merge the Newsletter Committee and the Internet Committee into one body heretofore known as the Media Committee. The Board agreed that this
measure be put to a vote by the club’s membership. The vote to
make these changes to the club’s bylaws and organization will
take place as part of our regular election cycle in October.
As we progress deeper into the 21st century, there is an
increasing shift from traditional methods of information distribution to new ones. In addition, more and more Americans are
becoming “wired,” that is, connected to and using the Internet
more in their daily lives. I believe that for BMWBMW to continue
to be relevant in its members’ lives and grow to include more
members, the club must also embrace this change in media and
can do so by blending the existing Newsletter and Internet committees into one new committee, the Media Committee.
This will enable cleaner and more efficient transmission of
information from the Board to its members and from the club to
prospective members.
From a functional standpoint, this means that the Media
Chair would serve on the Board of Directors instead of the
Newsletter Chair. On a practical level, the Media Chair can be
either the Editor or the Webmaster. It could also be another club
member that doesn’t fill either of those positions, but rather is
strictly the head of the Media Committee and serves as such in
a coordinating role between the Editor, Webmaster, the Board
of Directors, and the club’s membership. The Media Chair, then,
need not have any expertise in putting out a monthly publication
or maintaining a website.
Logistically, this may work somewhat awkwardly because this
change — if approved by the members — takes place at the same
time as the 2015 election. To reduce any awkwardness during
the transition from the Newsletter Chair position to the Media
Committee Chair position, I am also proposing that, following
this year’s election, whomever wins the Newsletter Chair position simply be made the Media Committee Chair for the 2015
Board of Directors term. For 2015, then, the positions of Media
Committee Chair and BTS Editor will both be held by one person,
the person that wins the election for Newsletter Chair. Starting
in 2016, the Media Committee Chair and BTS Editor may be
separated — depending, of course, on members volunteering to
fill those roles.
This does mean that, should no club member volunteer as
BTS Editor or Webmaster, the Media Committee Chair would be
responsible for maintaining both of those institutions until such
a time as a club member volunteers and is appointed by the
Board of Directors.
This would require amending the club’s bylaws, as follows.
IV. 1. b. Newsletter Committee — section to be completely replaced by the proposed new section, below.
IV. 2. c. Internet Committee — section to be struck and subsequent sections d through h re-lettered to c through g.
V. Board of Directors — this bylaw would need to be amended,

as below, to reflect the elimination of the Newsletter chair and
introduction of the Media chair.
VI. Elections — this bylaw would need to be amended to reflect
the change from the Newsletter Chair to the Media Chair.
Proposed new bylaw section IV. 1. b.
IV. 1. b. Media Committee
The Media Committee is responsible for the club’s online and
print presence. This includes, but is not limited to, the publication on a monthly basis the club’s newsletter magazine, Between the Spokes, the design and content of the club’s website,
www.bmwbmw.org, and any social media presence the Board of
Directors chooses to maintain.
IV. 1. b. 1) Editor, Between the Spokes (BTS)
There are three facets to the job. The first includes collection
content for publication, including articles from the membership and the Board of Directors, obtaining advertisements from
advertisers, and coordinating various monthly and seasonal
events that need to be published. The second is laying out and
editing the monthly publication, then ensuring it is delivered to
the printer in order that the membership receives it on or near
the first day of the month. Lastly, highlight features and event
information from the newsletter must be delivered (preferably
by email) to the club’s Webmaster for inclusion on the club’s
website.
IV. 1. b. 2) Webmaster
The Webmaster is responsible for the design and content of the
club’s website and electronic mailing list(s). The Webmaster
must keep the site updated with current content, take advantage of current web technology, and ensure the site is functioning properly. The Webmaster is also responsible for interacting
with web vendors, maintaining the club’s domain name registration/certificate, and sending out periodic emails to the club
membership at the instruction of the Board of Directors.
Proposed change to bylaw section V.
Only the first line of this bylaw need be changed, from:
There shall be a Board of Directors consisting of the four elected
officers and the committee chairpersons for Membership and
Newsletter.
To:
There shall be a Board of Directors consisting of the four elected
officers and the committee chairpersons for Membership and
Media.
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It’s time to volunteer!
Yes, it’s that time of year again!
Every year the Board of Directors puts out the call for club
members to step up to fill all our various positions on the Board
and chairing the committees. While some Board members
would like to continue serving in 2015, some will move on to
other things, which leaves positions vacant. Same with committee chairs, though I’m sure any committee chair that wishes to
continue serving in 2015 will be happy to have your help on their
committee!
The Board of Directors is currently made up of the President,
Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary, Membership Chair and
Newsletter Chair. The committees are Meetings and Events,
Government Affairs, Internet, Rides, Safety, Sales, Elections
and Tech, each of which has its own set of semi-regular tasks
to manage. None of the tasks is particularly complex and none
take up more than a few hours a month.
If you’re interested in running for a Board position, you’ll need
to decide in the next few weeks, as the Elections Committee will
have to provide a slate of candidates to the Board fairly soon.

Once the slate is approved, the candidates will prepare statements that will be printed right here in Between the Spokes.
Along with those statements in the October issue will be a ballot.
Members can print the ballot and mail it in or turn it over in
person at the October General Membership Meeting. If we get
enough candidates so that any of the Board positions is contested, we may be able to talk the BMW RA into hosting an online
vote again.
There are a lot of benefits to volunteering in an organization
like BMWBMW. First and foremost, it increases your sense of
belonging — when you help steer a club’s future, you’re naturally
more invested in that future! You’ll get to know more members
and maybe discover you really like being a leader. There is work
to be done as well and it does take some time, but if you ask
me, the benefits far outweigh the detriments.
If you’re interested in finding out more about the various
positions, feel free to email any of the current office holders or
committee chairs. Everybody’s email address is on the impressum on page two.
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VIEW ASKEW

|

By Drew Alexander

Stopping can be the best part of riding

To be honest with you, the reason I
ride is because I like to stop. I find
myself riding in foreign places, usually out west riding in vast openness. I get antsy after 150 miles or
so, and I feel the need to take off
my helmet and stretch my legs.
There is something about riding
up to a gas station or diner while
you’re on a road trip. Inevitably a
stranger will approach and start a
conversation about a motorcycle
they once owned. As I listen to
their stories, I see the wanderlust

in their eyes. No matter what their
religious or political beliefs, their
social or economic status, we
share the same desire — to explore
the world. Our routes or methods
may be different, but there are
intersections. At some intersections, I slow down, look both ways
and keep rolling. Other times I
stop, check my map and survey my
surroundings.
I research my road trips. I try to
find the best roads, restaurants
and attractions. The Internet is a

useful research tool, but it only
scratches the surface. To truly find
the best of anything, I stop. Most
locals are more than happy to tell
me where to go and what to see.
Sometimes their idea of a good
cup of coffee differs from mine, or
that incredible view is not so spectacular. Other times, they’ll take
you to places where you hadn’t
planned and couldn’t possibly have
imagined.
That’s when the magic happens!
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Clockwise from the top of
page 6:
The Crow Bar in Shoshone, CA,
a most welcome sight after
the desolation that is Death
Valley.
Kelso Depot in the Mojave
National Preserve (Kelso,
CA) offers respite to weary
travelers out west.
A stop in Panamint Springs, CA
for jerky and jawin’.
Possibly the loneliest place
on earth: Sloss Furnaces in
Birmingham, AL.

Continental motorcycle
tire recall
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Oktoberfest!

Continental press release

Each of the three local BMW motorcycle dealers holds an
Oktoberfest event this year and we hope to see members at
each of them! Check out the dealers’ websites for detailed
info.

Bob’s BMW: Saturday, 20 September
Battley Cycles: Saturday, 11 October
Morton’s BMW: Saturday, 18 October

A BMW Bike’s Best Friend:

Skilled Routine Inspection
and Maintenance
If you need a tune-up, Khanh’s
EUBMW Repair Shop will do the
needed work and check out your
bike’s whole system to spot
problems before they happen.

Be ready for the Summer
riding season!

Khanh’s EUBMW Repair Shop

(in the Armature Building)
3025 Colvin St, Alexandria, VA 22314

Phone: (571) 294-2386

Stop in or call for an appointment.

laartist | iStockphoto.com

Khanh’s EUBMW Repair
Shop is at your service in
the Armature Building.

Continental announced the recall of about 9,000 of its 120/70
ZR 17 and 120/70 R 17 motorcycle tires sold in the United
States and Canada that have exhibited a condition in the tread
and/or belt which may lead to separation and possible air loss.
The tires were sold between 2009 and 2014.
Continental has not received any reports of accidents or injuries in connection with this condition, according to a company
press release. The safety recall is being initiated to avoid any
potential risk to road users.
The affected tires were sold to original equipment and replacement customers worldwide between 2007 and 2014. This
safety recall is part of a worldwide program affecting 170,000
tires.
Here are the specific tire models and their DOT serial numbers:
• 120/70ZR17 M/C (58W) TL ContiSportAttack
CP8B B5MV 1008 to 2614
• 120/70ZR17 M/C (58W) TL ContiSportAttack 2
CP8B B5M4 4811 to 2614
• 120/70R17 M/C 58H TL ContiAttack SM
CP8B BXM9 1011 to 2614
• 120/70ZR17 M/C 58W TL ContiRaceAttack Comp. Soft
CP8B B5M1 1907 to 2614
• 120/70ZR17 M/C 58W TL ContiRaceAttack Comp. Medium
CP8B B5M1 2307 to 2614
• 120/70ZR17 M/C (58W) TL ContiRaceAttack Comp. Endurance, CP8B 918B 3011 to 2614
• 120/70ZR17 M/C (58W) TL ContiRoadAttack 2 GTW
CP8B 91E9 2513 to 2614
The last four digits of the DOT serial numbers indicate the
production period (week/year). Tires between 1907 (19th week
of 2007) and 2614 (26th week of 2014) are covered by this
voluntary safety recall. No other tire sizes, production periods or
product lines are affected.
Anyone seeking more information, including instructions for
identifying affected tires and local contact partners, should visit
Continental’s website http://continentaltire.custhelp.com.
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Even if your bike’s tires
aren’t subject to this
recall, now is a good
time to check your
tires!
Checking air pressure
should be a weekly
(at least) task; use
the recommendations
for your bike as a
guideline.
Be sure your tread
is above the wear
indicators, and if
they’re getting close,
proactively change your
tires before a long trip
to ensure maximum
safety.
If your bike has been
sitting for a while,
check the tires carefully
for dry rot, especially
the sidewalls.
If you can’t remember
the last time you
changed the valve
stems, change those at
your next tire change,
too.
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BIKE OF THE MONTH

|

By Wes Fleming

|

Photos by Chase Hinderstein

The R 50/2: a brief history
BMW manufactured the R 50 model, and its successor, the
R 50/2, from 1955 to 1969. While there are a lot of visual cues
that let you know you’re looking at a bike from this era, the most
prominent one is the Earles fork, a triangular structure eventually made obsolete by telescopic forks and, much later, BMW’s
Telelever front suspension.
The R 50 bikes put down 26 horsepower (at 5,800 rpm)
through their shaft drives — not exactly peeling the pavement
when compared to a modern BMW like the S 1000 RR, but stout
enough output in the 1960s for a 500cc boxer twin engine and
heavy-duty transmission. Buyers could pick up an R50 with
either a spring-suspended solo seat or an optional dual seat.
Models with a “US” in their designation differ from other models
in that they were not equipped with lugs to attach a sidecar and
featured telescopic forks, rather than the Earles setup.
The distinctive front suspension of the R 50 and R 50/2
wasn’t invented by BMW. An Englishman, Ernest R.G. Earles,
patented the design in 1951. BMW picked up on the mechanism
as a way to reduce the amount of front-end dive under hard
braking, and licensed the design from Earles. One limitation
of the setup was that it introduced some small amount of rise
in the front end under various conditions, which was probably
instrumental in BMW eventually abandoning the Earles fork, but
while it was in production, most riders applauded its comfort
and control on the road.
The rear suspension on the R 50 was what to us looks like
a traditional double-sided swing arm, but at the time, it was a
departure from BMW’s plunger suspension. The new swing arm
also hid the driveshaft from view, and BMW changed the driveshaft’s universal joint because the new engine had its output
shaft located on the side of the engine rather than at the rear.
This is when BMW introduced splines into their driveshafts, and
they required regular maintenance then as they do now, made
a little more difficult by the driveshaft being hidden inside the
swing arm. The driveshaft being inside the swing arm cleaned
up the lines of the rear end, and protected the shaft from damage caused by road debris.
The R 50’s engine was a modification of the previous R 51/3
engine, increasing the compression ratio to smooth out combustion. There were changes in the clutch, carburetor and transmission as well. In 1960, with the R 50/2, the engine got a modified
crankshaft and a stronger camshaft. These changes combined
to bump the horsepower up to 28.
You can tell if an R 50/2 was made before 1962 or not
by whether there are turn signals on the ends of the handlebars — these were introduced in 1962 along with some other
minor cosmetic changes. The /2’s distinctive taillight housing
had been around since 1957 and came over from the previous
R 50 and 60 bikes.
Between 1955 and 1960, BMW sold 13,510 R 50 motorcycles, a pretty staggering number considering they also had
available the R 69, with a larger engine displacement and more
power. The /2 era, through 1969, saw the production of just over
19,000 R50 motorcycles, which is impressive considering BMW
sold just 4,300 motorcycles total in 1962. The /5 bikes made
the /2 models obsolete starting in 1969.

Jim Hopkins rides his fully restored
1965 R 50/2. This is actually one of
the newer bikes in his collection, and
possibly the one he rides the most.

Specs for the R 50/2
MSRP		 3,130 Deutsche Marks (DM)
				 In 1965, 1 DM = US$3.99
				 3,130 DM = ~$784.50, or $5,860 in 2014 dollars
Bore x Stroke				 68 x 68 mm (2.67 x 2.67 in)
Displacement				 494 cc (about 30 ci)
Compression Ratio		 7.5:1
Clutch						Dry, single plate
Transmission				4 speed
Gear ratios					 4.17 / 2.73 / 1.94 / 1.54
Ignition						Magneto
Frame						Double loop steel tubular
Wheels						3 x 18
Tires							3.5 x 18
Brakes						Drum, 200 mm (7.8 in)
L x W x H					 2125 x 660 x 980 mm
									(83.7 x 26 x 38.5 in)
Wheelbase					1415 mm (55.7 in)
Fuel tank cap.				 4.5 US gal
Wet weight					 195 kg (430 lbs)
Load rating					 360 kg (793 lbs)
Fuel efficiency				 approx 46 mpg
Oil consumption			 1 l per 1000 km (1 qt per 620 miles)
Top speed					 140 kph (87 mph)
Sources
Hawksey, Phil. “The Ultimate BMW Information Site.” www.bmbikes.co.uk.
Somazzi, Claudio and Massimo Bonsignori. BMW Motorcycles of the
Century: Guide to Models 1923-2000. Milano, Italy: Skira Editore S.p.A.,
2013.
Unknown. “BMW R 50, R 60 and R 69: A thoroughly modern motorcycle.”
On the Level, May/June 2014: 77-79.

Many thanks to Jim Hopkins for rolling out his beautiful 1965 R 50/2 and
riding it for us. Jim manages the Hopkins Collection, an amazing set of
vintage BMW motorcycles and, perhaps more importantly, thousands of
photographs, documents, trophies, awards and other BMW memorabilia.
To learn more about the Hopkins Collection, visit his website at
www.hopkinsbmwmuseum.com.
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No credit checks
No surcharge for violations
No penalty for minor accidents
no hassle customer service

Nothing but
low COST insurance
for RIDERS BY RIDERS

Let us prove it. get a quote today!
Visit Rider.com/savings
or call 1(800)595-6393
Available in Delaware, Indiana, Maryland, Michigan,
New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Virginia
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The Earles fork was meant for not just
comfort on the road, but adjustability.
It could easily be adjusted to give a
great ride on a solo bike or a bike with a
sidecar attached. The steering geometry requirements for a sidecar rig are
very different than a standard motorcycle, and in through the 1960s, BMW
remained committed to preparing its
bikes for easy sidecar attachment.
Note the rearview mirrors connected
not to the handlebars or at the ends of
the grips, but to the clamps that allow
adjustment of the headlight (which, as
you can see in the in-motion photos,
doesn’t automatically come on when
you turn the bike on).
Both wheels are the same size and
carry the same size tire (see specs
on previous page), as well as featuring identically-sized drum brakes. All
spokes on these wheels; forged wheels
are a decade or so in the future.

BMW motorcycles of this era feature
more traditional frames, and you can
see the downtubes of the front of the
frame just behind the rear strut of the
Earles fork.
The engine is quite a bit smaller than
modern boxer engines as well, with
space clearly viewable between the
bottom of the fuel tank and the top of
the engine. Looking down from the top
of the engine, you can see the pushrod tubes coming out of the side of the
engine block, and note the spark plug
on top of the cylinder.
Each cylinder has its own carburetor, and each carburetor has its own
petcock and fuel filter. Intake is at the
rear of the cylinder, with exhaust at
the front, and the exhaust output gives
way to the elegantly curved exhaust
pipe and peashooter muffler.

Note that there’s no
sidestand, just a center
stand.

Straight up from the center stand
strut is the rider’s footpeg, and just
above that is the kickstarter. Like
forged wheels, it would be a decade
(or so) before electric starters became standard on most motorcycles.
Nineteen-seventy was a big year for
BMW; with the introduction of the /5
series motorcycles, BMW abandoned
a 6-volt electrical system for a 12-volt
one; the new electrical system allowed the introduction of an electric
starter in addition to the kickstarter.
The Earles fork went away in favor of
telescopic forks, too.

Though the driveshaft isn’t viewable
from this angle, you can see the swingarm just above the rear passenger
footpeg.

TOM McGRATH’S
MOTORCYCLE LAW GROUP

Dedicated to protecting the rights of injured motorcyclists. We ride so we understand.
If you’ve been injured through no fault of your own, call the Motorcycle Law Group.
SM

1-800-321-8968

www.MotorcycleLawGroup.com

Licensed in Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee.
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BOOK REVIEW

|

By Wes Fleming

Courier
A novel of conspiracy and motorcycles by Terry Irving
You think you know everything about Watergate, but if you’re
the least bit into conspiracy theories, Terry Irving’s Courier will
challenge everything you think you know and open your mind to
a whole new avenue of possibilities.
The novel takes place in 1972 in Washington, DC, and the city
is abuzz with pre-Christmas tension. Rick Putnam is one of any
number of faceless, troubled Vietnam vets trying valiantly to put
his life back together. After his short, nightmare-ridden bouts
of sleep, he spends the rest of his days
crisscrossing the city on a BMW R 50/2 as a
courier, making sure TV network ABN’s news
film gets where it needs to go as quickly as
possible.
It’s one of those rolls of film that gets him
in trouble; the footage could blow up not just
the Nixon administration, but also Americans’ perceptions of why the Vietnam War is
being fought. Rick discovers he’s a hunted
man, and using his beat-up Beemer and a
steadily shrinking circle of friends, he sets
about laying waste to the lies and deceit
that surround CREEP, Watergate, Richard
Nixon and American politics.
In some ways, Courier is a standard Vietnam era-based spy story. Rick is a stereotypical veteran tortured by his experiences,
clearly suffering from undiagnosed posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). However,
Irving doesn’t follow the stereotype all the
way through; Rick deals with his PTSD by
working out and riding just over the edge
of safety, rather than turning to drugs or alcohol. In a way, it’s
refreshing to see a more 21st century sensibility to PTSD applied
to a Vietnam veteran.
Most of the violence in the story works well for the genre, but
there are a couple of graphic scenes that lead to the deaths of
two minor characters at the hands of another minor character. In
a way, these deaths seem senseless, as the killer is such a minor part of the story before those attacks that it seems as if the
character comes out of nowhere simply to rob Rick of parts of
his support network. There is a certain sense of heroic sacrifice
involved, but the killer shows no possibility of being violent until,
suddenly — bam! The minor characters that do show a penchant
for violence, however, prove to be largely ineffective, never managing to do more than ratchet up the tension by chasing and
scaring Rick and his friends.
The one somewhat major issue I have with the story is the
burgeoning romance between Rick and Eve, a Native American
studying law at Georgetown. There’s no graphic sex in the novel,
but Eve is a bit rough with her affection, constantly punching or
pounding on Rick. It seems a little playground to me, and not
something that I think a tortured Vietnam veteran would put up
with for very long.
There’s a good bit of violence in the story, but perhaps other

than one death in particular towards the end of the book, it
comes across as driving the plot rather than being simply gratuitous. The chase scenes are tense and well written, and when
people get hurt, it makes sense for them to do so. Irving even
includes a bit of comic relief in the guise of a couple of young
hit men who just can’t quite seem to get the job done no matter
how hard they try.
It’s clear that Irving lived and worked in DC, as he thoroughly
absorbed the city’s early-1970s vibe. He
meticulously details Rick’s routes through
the city, almost lovingly so, and does so
well with that aspect of the story that DC
residents will be able to see in their mind’s
eye exactly where Rick is riding — or “dancing,” as he refers to it. For somebody that’s
not from or intimately familiar with DC,
these passages might come across as a bit
self-indulgent, but even if you don’t know
the roads, the writing propels you down the
maze of streets with a sense of urgency that
heightens the tension of every chase. Similarly, some of the details of DC’s architecture and infrastructure will be lost on people
who aren’t from or at least familiar with the
area. These things don’t detract from the
story, though.
I’ve read a lot of spy novels in my day, and
Courier stands up as a solid example of the
genre. Even though Rick isn’t really a spy,
he’s thrown into a big, hidden conspiracy
and functions as the — well, courier — of
information that certain parties are trying to keep hidden. That
makes him a spy if you ask me, and as a spy novel, this is a real
page-turner. Irving makes you care what happens to Rick, and I
found myself on edge wondering what would happen to the allimportant film.
For motorcycle riders, one of the more appealing aspects of
the book are the detailed passages where Rick is either riding
his R 50/2, thinking about it, talking about it, or describing it.
Anybody who rides will eat these passages up, and BMW riders
even more so, especially if they have a penchant for vintage
bikes.
There are some other nice touches in Courier, too, like a
glimpse into the just-under-the-crust gay scene in DC and the
very early days of what would someday become the Internet.
Both of these things serve as important aspects of the plot, allowing the protagonist and his team to manage (to some extent)
both their information and their safety. I get the feeling that
some of Rick’s housemates may have been inspired by the Lone
Gunmen from the long-gone Fox TV series The X-Files, and it’s a
nice touch even if they weren’t Irving’s inspiration.
I really enjoyed Irving’s take on the whole Watergate fiasco.
I don’t want to spoil it for you by giving it away here, but I will
tell you that it’s creative, inventive even, and not something

I’ve come across in other Watergate conspiracy novels.
It is this plot direction, perhaps, that does more to set
Courier apart from other books of the genre than any
other aspect of the plot. However, my favorite aspect of
this story is that the climax doesn’t come around too
fast, or at least not so fast that it seems contrived. More
than a few books I’ve read lately have endings that seem
like the author thought, “Well, it’s about time to wrap
this up — better kill somebody, kiss the girl and save the
day!” Courier isn’t like that at all — Irving paces the last
third of the book exceptionally well, gradually building
the tension through a believable sequence of events that
culminate in near-disaster for Rick. Of course we know
that Rick will succeed in the end, but the escalating cost
of his victory shroud whether or not he’ll get the girl or
indeed, even get away with his life.
For anybody that doesn’t ride or at least know somebody who rides a motorcycle, there are parts of this book
that simply won’t resonate deeply. It’s clear throughout
that Irving loves (or loved at one time) riding, and Rick’s
difficulty in sacrificing his trusty Beemer to save his own
life at one point is something that perhaps only another
rider can understand.
Courier is a good read, a solid spy novel, and an excellent example of incorporating motorcycles into a story
to drive the action. Terry Irving, who remains a DC-area
resident, has a bright career ahead of him if he keeps
writing books like this. Here’s to hoping he sees fit to
bring us another Rick Putnam adventure.
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SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 2014
TURF VALLEY RESORT
2700 Turf Valley Rd.
Ellicott City, MD 21042
Registration opens 7:30 a.m.

rideforkids.org
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By Kurtis Minder, Events Chair

Square Route Rally survey results
Everyone in the club leadership
team would like to offer a big “thank
you” to those who joined us at the
Square Route Rally this year. I am
following that thank you with a note
of gratitude for those who took the
time to fill out our survey.
Every year, a small team of dedicated BMWBMW volunteers prepare
for the Square Route Rally. These
folks research and plan the rally
food, entertainment and schedule,
among many other things that go
unseen. Many of you may know that
we had a difficult preparation this
year, as the grounds were not in
the expected condition. Even so, we
did the best we could in a limited
amount of time, and we appreciate
the patience of the attendees. Your
feedback and understanding were
clear in our survey results, and you
made it clear what we did well and
what we need to improve on for
2015. We sent 113 emails soliciting responses for the survey and
received a healthy 44 responses!
Of those that answered the
survey, 19% were brand new rally
goers, and 33% had been to the
rally more than six years. We even
had folks respond who had been
going to the rally for more than 30!
This is a healthy mix of old and new
and gives a balanced perspective on
the results.
Let’s talk food. Most of you
(44%) enjoyed the Friday night
chili. Though it is customary that
it is “first come, first serve,” it was
clear we ran out of Drew’s fine
chili too early. Twenty percent of
the responses reported that there
was no chili left when they arrived.
Traditionally determining supply has
been a guess as to how many folks
will show on Friday and when. We
are investigating a more accurate
way to calculate, plus the chili is an
inexpensive item — we are confident
we can increase supply for next
year. That said, we made pizza runs
and many folks were able to enjoy
both a cup of chili and a slice or two
of pizza.
The breakfasts and box lunches
were a hit for those who ate them.

We found the breakfast option to be
most popular, while many riders left
camp for lunch, or grabbed lunch
during an outing or organized ride.
We, of course, had creative comments asking for variety such as “I
had a [breakfast] burrito on Sat, but
would have preferred granola/fruit
(old men need regularity!).”
The barbeque dinner was unanimously a win. Greater than 90% of
the respondents loved the dinner.
Comments included: “OUTSTANDING!!! I’d check yes 10 more times if
I could,” “Best food I’ve had at ANY
rally, ANYWHERE,” and even “Very
Much!! More cornbread next time,
please.” We also learned a bit about
what we could do differently including offering a vegetarian option:
“I’m a vegetarian. Would have been
nice to have access to something
besides cole slaw. I’m not saying a
formal vegetarian entree, but EVERYTHING had meat in it. Even the
greens.” and again better calculating supply: “Food was all gone when
we got there at 6:10 pm.”
Booze. This year we went out of
our way to source the beer and wine
supply ourselves and keep it local.
We ended up with a few beers from
local Maryland breweries such as
Flying Dog and Heavy Seas. The
wine came from a Virginia vintner,
Breaux Vineyards. For the first time,
we offered a selection of bottle
brews as well to add variety. Variety,
it seems, was the main concern. The
majority of respondents enjoyed the
beer selections (48%), but the feedback section proclaimed, “Not a big
IPA fan, maybe a wheat beer in the
mix”, and “draft beer that is NOT an
IPA would be great next time.” Loud
and clear! I also welcome those of
you (maybe all of you) who are beer
aficionados to offer us advice next
year. We will make a point to raise
this in meetings leading up to the
2015 rally.
Events. Well, we didn’t have
many events this year. We had big
plans for a pool party, speakers,
field events and talent shows. For
various reasons, among them the
last minute surprise of the grounds

conditions, we jettisoned many of
the events. You spoke loudly! In
the “What did you expect from the
rally, and found missing this year?”
question we had myriad responses
asking for vendors, training and various other activities. We are excited
to make these things a priority next
year. Thanks to the members who
worked toward some of the events
that did not occur, we will have plenty for you to volunteer for in 2015!
The event that we were able to
execute on, motorcycle movie night,
was a favorite. We will undoubtedly
be doing that again.
General feedback included our
lack of a formal schedule and the
missing rally pin. The lack of a
formal schedule likely contributed
to the food supply and timing. Next
year there will be a clear schedule,
both online and posted at the rally.
The general message from the respondents was that we had a great
rally! Not only did we recover quickly
from the grounds issues by moving
picnic tables, cleaning bathrooms,
and sourcing firewood, but we did
not lose money on the rally for the
first time in years. While profit is
not a focus of the rally, the board
is striving to be judicious with club
funds and do right by our members.
When asked what was best about
the 2014 Square Route Rally we
heard, “Beer tent, yoga, BBQ, and
hanging out with some great folks,”
“Great t-shirt for pre-registration,
keep this option,” “Talking to rally
friends. Meeting new ones,” and
from one of our new rally goers, “As
a first timer it was very good, I also
enjoyed the rides we took in the
area. Great friends, great rally.”
Thank you again for your responses. If you feel that something
was missed in this summary, please
send a note to events@bmwbmw.org
and let me know. We will be sending
an email with the specific results
and graphs so that respondents can
get a clear picture of the survey.
I hope to see all of you at the next
2015 Square Route Rally!! Cheers!

RECYCLED NEWS

|

BMW Motorrad
posts best July
ever
BMW Motorrad posted its best ever July
sales number, moving 11,661 motorcycles and maxi scooters in July 2014. So
far in 2014, BMW has sold 82,639 units,
up 8.5% from the same-period sales of
78,128 in 2013.
Germany remains BMW’s strongest
market with 17% of sales volume. The
US notched the second place spot with
12.3% of sales. Italy and France follow in
third and fourth.
The R 1200 GS and GS Adventure remain BMW’s best selling models despite
this press release being accompanied by
a photo of an S 1000 R. Face it, the
S 1000 R is just dead sexy and the editor
just couldn’t help himself when it came to
running the photo BMW included with this
press release.
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New Sweden BMW Riders’
32nd Annual Last Chance
Rally

Sat 13 Sep:
Annual club picnic, see page 19 for details.

Sat 11 Oct
Battley Cycles Oktoberfest

Sun 14 Sep:
Ride For Kids, see page 15 for link and info.

Sat 18 Oct
Morton’s BMW Oktoberfest

Sat 20 Sep
Bob’s BMW Oktoberfest

Sat 08 Nov: BoD (10) & GM (11) meetings at
Morton’s BMW, Fredericksburg VA

04-05 Oct: Oktoberfest at Camp West-Mar
Sun BoD (09.30) & GM (10) meetings

Sun 14 Dec: BoD (10), GM (11) meetings &
Tech Day (12) at Battley Cycles, Gaithersburg
MD

BREAKFAST RIDES
Breakfast rides are informal gatherings of members who meet for
breakfast and often a ride afterwards. Not all members participate
in the after-meal rides and some
like to show up solely for the ride.
Interested? Arrive early, introduce
yourself and be ready to have fun.
Look for the tables with helmets
and jackets piled on or near them
and don’t be shy.
If you’d like more information,
or to volunteer to lead a ride one
weekend, contact Ed Phelps at
rides@bmwbmw.org.

26-28 Sept 2014, Buena Vista Campground in Buena, NJ. Shaded campsites
included in rally fee ($50 pre/$58 gate).
Cabins available at extra cost. Friday night
chili dinner and all you can eat nachos.
Saturday dinner banquet. Lots of door
prizes. Field events. GS ride. Local attractions include NJ Motorsport Park, casinos
and wineries. For more info see www.
lastchancerally.com.

|

You can find out more by perusing the “Rides to Eat” section of the BMWBMW online forums.
1st Sunday at 8
TBA
4th Sunday at 8.30
BALTIMORE BREAKFAST RIDE MARYLAND BREAKFAST RIDE VIRGINIA BREAKFAST RIDE
GOLDEN CORRAL
7908 Rossville Boulevard,
Baltimore, MD 21236. To have
a reminder email sent to you
the week before the breakfast,
send your email address to
Jim Pellenbarg, jpellenbarg@
juno.com.

SEEKING NEW LOCATION
The Cozy in Thurmont, MD
has closed. If you have a
suggestion for a new location
for the Maryland Breakfast
Ride, head over to the club’s
discussion forums and make
yourself heard.

THE MAIN STREET PUB
7140 Main Street, Clifton, VA
20124. Park across the street
by the rail car or behind the
pub. Walk through the convenience store to the restaurant
in the back. The ride to the
pub requires a nice stretch of
twisty back roads.

Membership application/renewal form.
Please check appropriate selections:
o NEW MEMBER					o RENEWAL					o CHANGE OF ADDRESS
NAME

Sign up or renew
online with PayPal at
www.bmwbmw.org
MOTORCYCLES
(year, make, model)

Associate
STREET 																		BMW MOA #
CITY, STATE, ZIP																 BMW RA #
OCCUPATION																			AMA #
PHONE (c) (h) (w)
E-MAIL
AGE GROUP
o 16–25					o 46–55
o 26–35					o 56–65
o 36–45					o 65+

Referred to BMWBMW by
I’m interested in helping out with
the following committees:
o Gov’t Affairs				 o Rally
o Internet						o Rides
o Meetings & Events		 o Safety
o Membership				o Sales
o Newsletter/BTS			 o Tech

MEMBERSHIP DUES
Regular Member: $20/year				 Associate Member: $7.50/year
Dues may be paid for 1, 2 or 3 years. Associate members must reside at the same address as the regular
member. Associate members have all the privileges of regular members but do not receive a separate
copy of the newsletter. Make check payable to “BMWBMW” and send it with this form to: Joel Gladding,
Membership Chair, 12 Teasdale Ct., Potomac Falls, VA 20165-6242. Membership dues are not refundable.
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Your Board of Directors invites you to join us at the 2014 BMWBMW Picnic on Saturday, 13 September
at Riverbend Park in Great Falls, VA.
Riverbend Park is tucked alongside the Potomac River just north of Great Falls National
Park. You can easily access the park from
I-495 by taking the VA 193-W Georgetown
Pike exit. Take Georgetown Pike until you pass
the Great Falls National Park entrance, then
turn right onto River Bend Road and follow
the signs into the park. The address is 8700
Potomac Hills Street, Great Falls, VA 22066.
A family friendly event, this picnic is open to
all members and friends of the club. The park
is over 400 acres, and has amenities such
as hiking trails and a network of biking trails.
Great Falls National Park is two miles south,
and accessible via the Potomac Heritage Trail.
The cost with your pre-registration is $13
per person, regardless of age. The park does
not have an entrance or parking fee.
The club has rented the pavilion shelter,
which is adjacent to the Visitor Center, starting
at 11.30 am. From the parking lot facing the
Visitor Center, the shelter is in the wooded
areas under trees to the left.
We are looking forward to good food and
friendly discussions. Hope to see you there!

Courtesy of Google Maps

Saturday, 13 September 2014 — BMWBMW Picnic
Name: _____________________________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________________________
Email: _____________________________________________________________
# Adults attending: __________________ x $13 = ___________
# Children attending: ________________ x $13 = ___________
Total: $____________
Please register no later than Sunday, September 7. Make checks payable to BMWBMW and mail to:
BMWBMW Treasurer
6613 Elgin Lane
Bethesda, MD 20817-5443
The picnic will be held rain or shine, so no refunds. There is no additional charge to enter this Fairfax County
park facility, but if you wish to go to Great Falls National Park, there is an entry fee if you drive through the
main entrance.

One of the joys — or
perhaps hazards — of
vintage bike ownership is
the kickstarter! Photo by
Chase Hinderstein.
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12 Teasdale Court
Potomac Falls, VA 20165-6242
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